
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

AIRTEST RECEIVES SIGNIFICANT NEW ORDER

DELTA, BC, December 18, 2013 – AirTest Technologies (TSX.V: AAT) is pleased to 
announce it has secured an order from a major electrical engineering firm to provide 
24,000 AirTest sensor products, for installation in 12,000 new telecom shelters, which 
house electronics for cellular relay stations. 

 According to AirTest’s President, Mr. George Graham, this order will result in an income 
of $76,000 per month on an ongoing basis for the next 30 months, for a total of 2.28 
million dollars.  The first shipment of sensors are being shipped immediately and the 
second shipment will be completed before the end of December.
 
The AirTest sensors being used in this project measure dew point and temperature and 
will significantly increase the energy efficiency of each of the shelters.  Each station uses 
an outside and an inside sensor to ensure outside air will be used for cooling when 
outside temperature and moisture conditions are suitable. Depending on the location 
and climate this could eliminate hundreds and perhaps thousands of hours of air 
conditioning operation which is necessary to ensure the shelter’s electrical and 
electronic equipment does not overheat.   

Graham stated that AirTest was selected as the major supplier of this product for two 
reasons.  First the company was able to demonstrate that due to their weather station 
quality, the AirTest products had the long term dependability and stability necessary for 
maintenance free operation for 7-10 years.  Because of the remote nature of these 
structures, a service to repair or replace sensors could be prohibitively expensive if 
standard grade HVAC sensors where used.  Second, AirTest was able to demonstrate 
that its concept of using dew point sensing in this control strategy would maximize the 
accuracy and energy savings of this free cooling approach.  AirTest offers a detailed 
whitepaper on this innovative approach on its website, which contributed greatly to the 
the selection of AirTest as a supplier to this project. A copy of the whitepaper is available 
at this link: https://airtest.com/support/reference/AirTestEconomizerGuide.pdf 

About AirTest:  AirTest Technologies (www.airtest.com) is a Green-Tech company 
specializing in sensors that improve commercial building operating efficiency and at the 
same time create energy savings. These sensors are all based on technical innovations 
developed in the last ten years, and comprise a growing second wave of energy saving 
technologies that will make a significant contribution to the Sustainable Buildings 
Program.  AirTest offers its products to leading-edge building owners, contractors and 
energy service companies targeting the buildings market.  AirTest also provides energy 
cost reduction solutions to building equipment and controls manufacturers who 
incorporate AirTest sensor components in their products.  

http://www.airtest.com/
https://airtest.com/support/reference/AirTestEconomizerGuide.pdf


For further information, please contact:

Mr. George Graham
Phone: (604) 517 3888
Fax : (604) 517 3900
Email:  ggraham@airtest.com 
Website:  www.airtest.com 

On behalf of the Board of Directors

“George Graham”

President and CEO 
AirTest Technologies Inc.

Neither TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is 
defined  in  the  policies  of  the  TSX Venture  Exchange)  accepts  responsibility  for  the 
adequacy or accuracy of this release. 

Statements about the Company’s future expectations and all other statements in this press release other  
than  historical  facts  are  “forward  looking  statements”.  The Company intends  that  such  forward-looking  
statements  be subject  to  the safe harbours  created thereby.  Since these statements involve  risks and  
uncertainties and are subject to change at any time, the Company’s actual results may differ materially from 
the expected results.
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